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            Abstract
Lasers are usually described by their output frequency and intensity. However, laser operation is an inherently nonlinear process. Knowledge about the dynamic behaviour of lasers is thus of great importance for detailed understanding of laser operation and for improvement in performance for applications. Of particular interest is the time domain within the coherence time of the optical transition. This time is determined by the oscillation period of the laser radiation and thus is very short. Rigorous quantum mechanical models1,2 predict interesting effects like quantum beats, lasing without inversion, and photon echo processes. As these models are based on quantum coherence and interference, knowledge of the phase within the optical cycle is of particular interest. Laser radiation has so far been measured using intensity detectors, which are sensitive to the square of the electric field. Therefore information about the sign and phase of the laser radiation is lost. Here we use an electro-optic detection scheme to measure the amplitude and phase of stimulated radiation, and correlate this radiation directly with an input probing pulse. We have applied this technique to semiconductor quantum cascade lasers, which are coherent sources operating at frequencies between the optical (>100 THz) and electronic (<0.5 THz) ranges3. In addition to the phase information, we can also determine the spectral gain, the bias dependence of this gain, and obtain an insight into the evolution of the laser field.
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                    Figure 1: 
                        Terahertz time-domain spectroscopy of a THz-QCL.
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Figure 2: 
                        Fourier transform of the transmission signal modulated by the THz-QCL.
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Figure 3: 
                        Build-up of the electric field oscillations phase-locked to the external source.
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Figure 4: 
                        Bias current characteristics of the THz QCL.
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        Editorial Summary
A measured approach
Laser radiation is usually measured with detectors that determine frequency and intensity, but gather no information about the phase of the radiation. By measuring the phase it would become possible to gain insights in the dynamic processes of optical amplification and attenuation underlying laser operation. Kröll et al. have now developed a way of measuring amplitude as well as phase of laser radiation from so-called quantum cascade lasers, which operate in the terahertz regime. The technique, which could be extended to other types of lasers, can be used to study effects leading to optical losses — useful information to improve the laser performance.
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